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Society for Experiential Graphic Design 
A multidisciplinary community creating 
experiences that connect people to place



Join us!

THE Digital 101 Bootcamp for XGD: East + West. SEGD’s 
Xplorer Digital 101 Camp is a one-day hands-on program designed 
for creatives looking to enhance their digital skillsets with the 
foundation of content creation and technology integration. Each one-
day intensive will include a series of hands-on demonstration and 
talks, along with discussion and interaction between Xplorers and 
top digital pros. Sponsors have the opportunity to participate in both 
the Philadelphia and Seattle events.

Consider this the pre-con to Xlab! By supporting the Xplorer 
Digital Camps, you’ll receive special sponsor benefits and pricing for 
Xlab 2015!

Workshop Topics:
 + Designing time-based media using images, type, and video
 + Designing dynamic media generated from surfaces, algorithmic 

interpolation, and real-time data
 + Integrating content in space using various display formats and 

content management systems
 + Using interactive content and sensors to track, provide feedback, 

and trigger dynamic content

Xplorers. Attendees include both entry level and senior designers, 
looking to expand their digital and media skillsets. Each camp day 
will involve around 25 designers and digital pros, for a combined 
audience of 50 XGDers. 

Why get involved?

SEGD’s Xplorer East + West sponsorships offer your company a range 
of opportunities to network, demo your solutions, and build brand 
awareness with this targeted group of digital pros and up-and-coming 
designers.

As an Xplorer Sponsor, you will:
 n Spend two hands-on days with a targeted audience of XGD  

attendees and speakers
 n Enjoy an intimate forum for one-on-one networking and an  

opportunity to demonstrate your technology or digital solution
 n Develop brand recognition in the area of digital experience design
 n Attend one or both events and receive special benefits at Xlab 2015 

as well!
 n Collect lead generation of everyone in attendance
 n Submit an item to be included in attendee materials at both  

Xplorer and Xlab 2015
 n Earn promotional credit and recognition on segd.org and in the 

award-winning eg magazine

We’re here to help align you with the right opportunity to connect with 
the right people. Call us to customize a sponsorship to your needs, or 
choose an opportunity from this packet.

See the next page for sponsorship opportunities >
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The right opportunity for you...
Benefits Presenting Promotional Networking

registration
valued at $395 each 2 per Camp 1 per camp 1 per camp

welcome remarks
exclusive benefit + lead 
roundtable discussions

video sessions
1700 members, open access exclusive benefit

video short-clip
in-session, captive audience 2-min video

table display
6’ table in lobby 6’ table + demo 6’ table

segd.org advertising 
220k visitors, 3 million 
pageviews

3-month banner 
+ 2015 sponsor credit

Xplore category  
+ 2015 sponsor credit

50% off your choice + 
2015 sponsor credit

website promotion
segd.org reach of 200k

prominent display
logo / hotlink 
+ free firm listing

logo / hotlink 
+ free firm listing logo / hotlink

logo visibility

Presenting sponsor 
event brand identity + all 
event slides and email 
messages sponsor slides sponsor slides

Xlab 2015 benefits

$1,000 off any Xlab 
Sponsorship or include 
materials in Xlab Bags

$500 off any Xlab 
Sponsorship or include 
materials in Xlab Bags

Include materials in 
Xlab Bags

Investment: $6,000 $3,000 $1,500

Choose the opportunity that matches your needs and budget 
best. You can participate at any level and receive a range of 
benefits to suite your needs perfectly.

Not only will you enjoy sponsor benefits at both Xplorer 
Camps, you’ll also receive a discounted sponsorship at Xlab or 
the opportunity to place materials in Xlab bags for free!

Presenting Sponsorship
The Presenting Sponsorship is the most prominent position 
at the Workshop and an exclusive opportunity to have a 
tremendous amount of brand exposure throughout the event 
and into the future. See page 4

Promotional or Networking Packages
Choose a Promotional or Networking package. Each 
one provides exposure both in-person and off-site. With 
discounted advertising benefits included, the reach of your 
sponsorship extends beyond the in-person event. 

A la Carte Sponsorships
These opportunities allow you to directly align your brand 
with something memorable at the workshop, like a session, 
networking event, or attendee gear. See page 5 

See the grid to the left to compare benefits, and review  
specific offerings on the next two pages.

Sponsorship packages
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Xplorer Presenting Sponsor | $6,000 | limit 1
The Presenting Sponsorship is the most prominent position at the  
two digital camps and an exclusive opportunity to have a tremendous 
amount of brand exposure throughout the event and into the future. 

Benefits include:

Exclusive On-site Participation
 + Welcome attendees and share a few words
 + Showcase a 2-minute video to this captive audience — an exclusive 

benefit only available to Industry Partners and Presenting Sponsors
 + Host a roundtable discussion

NEW!! On-going Education with SEGD Talks
 + Your exclusive Presenting Sponsorship allows SEGD members ac-

cess to all the online video sessions from each Xplorer Camp, titled: 
SEGD Talks on Digital Technology. 

 + SEGD Talks are available online for years of inspiration and contin-
ued education to the entire membership — expanding your reach 
from fifty at the Camps to thousands online. 

 + Receive sponsor recognition in the opening credits for each video 
— posted throughout SEGD.org where speakers and content are 
aligned (click here for a sample video, shown to the right)

More exclusive benefits...
 + Your logo prominently displayed on all Camp materials, website 

coverage, and slides
 + And more... See the Sponsorship Packages grid on the previous page

Be our Presenting Sponsor!

SEGD Talks: Exclusive Branded Video Sessions 
As the Xplorer Presenting Sponsor, you’ll have your logo included in the credits 
of each video hosted on SEGD.org from the event. See below for an example 
from Xlab 2014:

Example Video: 
SEGD Talks from Xlab 2014
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Session Sponsor: $ 3,500
Support one of the Digital Camp education sessions, and you’ll receive 
recognition at both East + West Events! Choose one of the sessions below to 
align your brand with the session below:

1: Images, Type, and Video
2: Data and Code
3: Screens and Projection
4: Sensors and Devices
5: Xplorer Showcase

All “Promotional” benefits, plus:

 + Your company name and logo displayed on the session starting slides,  
along with a brief introduction on the mission you share with this ses-
sion’s content (given by the moderator)

 + Your name and website on the agenda for this session

XGD Digital Tech Sponsor: $ 4,000
Show your commitment to the advancement of XGD by becoming an 
XGD Digital Tech Sponsor. This is a joint Xplorer and Xlab Sponsorship 
Package, which aligns your technology and solutions with the entire XGD 
audience at SEGD! Reach over 400 at Xlab and 50 at Xplorer!

All “Networking” benefits at Xplorer + Xlab, plus:

 + Receive a platform at ONE Xplorer Camp to lead a hands-on demo 
during the Sponsor Showcase and enjoy a 6’ table to display

 + Lead a Sponsor Workshop or Tour at Xlab in NYC. Take a group of 
attendees to your studio or client site to showcase a live installation of 
your technology. This is a sponsor-led tour or workshop to provide a 
detailed and technical overview of an important aspect of digital expe-
rience design. We will promote your tour to our total list of attendees.

Social Mixer Sponsor: $ 2,000
All “Networking” benefits, plus:

 + Choose to sponsor either the East or West Digital Camp Social Mixer, 
hosted in conjunction with the local Chapters

 + Contribute to a great time and many connections among the Seattle 
or Philadelphia Chapter members and Xplorer East/West attendees

Sponsor something specific

Complete the Sponsorship Commitment Form to secure your sponsorship  
selection. Looking for something more? Call us to design the right 
opportunity for you.

Ready to go?
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